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Risk Factors for Auto Theft
Summary of Key Factors: Vehicle Availability, Locations of Older Vehicles Parked, Locations of Most Frequently Stolen,
Vehicles Parked, Land‐Use Type, Proximity to High Schools and Bars, Parking Lots, Nighttime Entertainment Venues,
Property Value, Household Income, Single‐family Households.
Aim: To assist analysts with the identification of risk factors for the production of risk terrain maps. Specifically, this brief
provides an annotated review of the factors related to auto theft and the settings and times for which some factors may be
most relevant. This information should be especially useful to help choose a time period for creating risk terrain maps
(i.e., Stepi 3), to identify aggravating and mitigating risk factors to include in your risk terrain model (i.e., Steps 5 and 6),
and to inform the operationalization of your risk factors to risk map layers (i.e., Step 7).

identifying an area where such vehicles are parked would
lead to an area of higher risk for auto theft.
Land‐Use Type: Street blocks with more vacant lots,
Operational Definition
restaurants/bars, youth hangouts (theaters, arcades, and
Auto theft is defined for the purposes of this brief as the
schools), retail stores, manufacturing/storage facilities, or
completed theft of passenger vehicles (including sedans,
apartments tend to have higher auto theft rates.6
station wagons, coupes, convertibles, sport utility vehicles,
minivans, and pickups). Auto theft may be used
Proximity to High Schools: Areas within one block of high
interchangeably with the following terms: car theft, vehicle
schools tend to have more auto thefts.7
theft, and motor vehicle theft.
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Proximity to Bars: Areas within one block of bars tend to

Aggravating/Mitigating Risk Factors Based on a
have more auto thefts.8
Review of the Empirical Literature

Parking Lots: Large parking lots tend to be a hotspot of
Vehicle Availability: Rates of auto theft in an area (census auto theft. These include (1) parking lots with over 100
tracts/cities) increase as the number of vehicles per square stalls,9 (2) trolley station lots, and (3) the lots of ʺbig boxʺ
mile in the area increases.2
retail stores and shopping malls.10
When taking into account the size of lots and the length
Locations of Older Vehicles Parked: Risks of vehicles being of time parked, risks of auto theft at trolley lots or long term
stolen increase as they become older.3 About two‐thirds of (commuters/transit) parking lots and lots close to a freeway
stolen vehicles in the U.K. and Australia are more than 10 are especially higher than other parking lots. At the micro
years old when stolen. These vehicles also dominate as the level, parking lots with high levels of security (perimeter
most stolen vehicles in the U.S.4 This implies that an area fencing, exit bars, CCTV, and good lighting) have been
where older cars prevail is likely to be at the most risks of found to have fewer auto thefts.11
auto theft.
Nighttime Entertainment Venues: An area with such
Locations of Most Frequently Stolen Vehicles Parked: facilities as theaters, restaurants, and bars/night clubs,
Similar to older vehicles, certain model of vehicles are far especially where they are found grouped together in busy
more likely to be stolen than others,5 suggesting that night districts, experiences higher rates of auto theft.12
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Property Value: Areas (census tracts/blocks) with higher Recommended (Publically Available) Readings
median property values tend to have more auto thefts or
higher theft rates,13 perhaps because more attractive Maxfield, M.G. and R.V. Clarke (2004). Understanding and Preventing
Car Theft, Crime Prevention Studies, Vol. 17. Monsey, NY: Criminal
vehicles are found in these places. On the other hand, the Justice Press. Available:
median owner‐occupied property value has been found to www.popcenter.org/library/crimeprevention/volume_17/introduction.pdf
act as a mitigating factor of auto theft at the census block
group level, meaning that the higher the value in a census Keister, T. (2007). Thefts of and from Cars on Residential Streets
and Driveways. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Justice, Office of
block group, the lower the auto theft rate or fewer auto COPS. Available:
thefts in that area.14
www.popcenter.org/problems/pdfs/residentialcartheft.pdf
Household Income: Areas (census tracts/block group) with
lower median household income tend to have higher auto
theft rates.15

Clarke, R.V. (2002). Thefs of and from Cars in Parking Facilities.
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Justice, Office of COPS. Available:
www.popcenter.org/problems/pdfs/Theft_of_and_from_Cars.pdf

Endnotes
Single‐family Households: This variable, often used as a
proxy measure of family disruption, has been found to act
as an aggravating risk factor of auto theft at the census
tract, blockgroup, and street block level.16 Areas with higher
percent/number of single‐family households tend to have
higher auto theft.

Setting Effects
The risk factors of auto theft described above have been
tested in different settings (both rural and urban regions) at
different units of analysis (i.e. census tract, blockgroup, and
street block level). However, it should be recognized that
the nature of auto theft can vary by geographic region,
state, and city, and that auto theft is not a uniform offense.
It includes a number of subtypes (e.g., theft for joyriding,
transportation, use in commission of other offenses,
stripping for parts, export, etc.), each involving different
risk factors. For example, five of the top 10 states with the
highest auto theft rates per vehicles registered in 2007 were
adjacent to the U.S.‐Mexico or U.S.‐Canadian borders. In
these states, a risk factor such as proximate to U.S. border,
which can facilitate the theft for export, might play a bigger
role than other factors. Auto theft in a city characterized by
homogeneity in low income levels or property value might
be less likely to be influenced by socio‐economic factors.

Temporal Differences
The majority of auto thefts (61 percent) occur at night
between 6:00pm and 6:00am, with more than one‐third of
thefts occurring between 12:00am and 6:00am (BJS, 2010).
Statistics shows that 75 percent of near‐home thefts occur
between 6:00pm and 6:00am. Auto thefts in public parking
and work/office parking lots are 4 times and 8 times more
likely to occur during the daytime than nighttime,
respectively.17
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